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M
eeting 
with 
Kurdish 
residents 
in 
eastern 
Turkey, 
there was 
a definite 

feeling that discrimination is on 
the rise. Many Kurdish politicians 
must sign at police stations 
weekly. The infrastructure boom 
that reflects life under the ruling 
Justice and Development Party 
(AKP) elsewhere in Turkey is 
absent. As the results of recent 
elections and a referendum in 
April illustrate, Turkey is very 
much a country divided.

The very creation of Turkey 
almost a century ago depended 
on the conformity of all members 
of society. Those from different 
ethnic backgrounds were forced 
to accept the common Turkish 
identity. Hundreds of thousands 
were slaughtered from 1916-18 in 
large part because they did not fit 
the mould of being “Turkish.” 
The children of Armenian and 
Assyrian families were kid-
napped, adopted and raised as 
Sunni Turks, never to know their 
real heritage.

The reality, of course, is that 
Turkey is a diverse country of 
Turks, Assyrians, Kurds, Alevis, 
Alawites, Laz, Greeks and others 
who have coexisted uneasily for 
decades under the immense 
shadow of the state.

What has become clear in recent 
years is that Turkish President 
Recep Tayyip Erdogan is exploit-
ing long-standing cleavages within 
Turkish society for his benefit. 
Erdogan is using long-standing 
fears rooted in the past to divide 
and conquer so as to ensure his 
political reign continues.

As recently as 2013, Ankara 
embarked on a mission to return 
property taken by the state 
decades ago to religious minority 
groups as part of its “democratisa-

tion package” that would bring it 
closer to the European Union. 
Today, however, some churches 
and other places of worship are 
being put up for sale by private 
owners, creating conflict between 
minorities and mainstream Sunni 
Turks.

The decades-old war with 
Kurdish separatists came within a 
whisker of ending in 2013 but 
when the Kurdish-rooted Peo-
ples’ Democratic Party (HDP) 
entered parliament and took 
away the AKP’s parliamentary 
majority, Turkey went back to 
war with the Kurds.

The HDP was formed as a 
political party in 2012 on a 
platform to represent all mem-
bers of society. It appealed to 
those on the fringes: Women, 
religious and ethnic minorities, 
and the poor. To a degree, it 
succeeded. Its MPs Erol Dora and 
Garo Paylan, for example, are of 
Assyrian and Armenian back-
ground, respectively.

The HDP challenged the very 
archaic concept that Turkey was 
built on in the 1920s — that there 
are people in Turkey who do not 
follow the standard political 
convention but do, critically, 
want political representation.

As unfortunate as it is, the 
reason Turkish society tolerates 
the persecution of the HDP and 
other opposition party members 
is because the deep-seated notion 
that Turkey is a homogeneous 
country remains strong. It is a 
comfort blanket to many unable 
or unwilling to look into the 
annals of history and recognise 
that their country was built on 
the mass murder of thousands.

Pro-government media help 
perpetuate this sentiment: At 
7pm every day, the headline news 
invariably depicts families of 
soldiers killed by Kurdistan Work-
ers’ Party (PKK) separatists 
wailing over their sons’ coffins. 
The war on the PKK has never 
been as popular among main-

stream Turks and Erdogan knows 
this well.

The president has managed to 
implant in people’s minds the 
idea that criticism of himself is 
tantamount to criticism of the 
Turkish state — a charge that 
carries a lengthy prison sentence. 
A wave of recent court cases 
clearly points to this.

There is nothing innovative in 
pitching one enemy against 
another to advance one’s own 
goals but what is dangerous in 
Turkey’s case is that because 
individual ethnic and religious 
identities have for decades been 
suppressed by both the state and 
society, opening that can of 

worms could lead to serious civil 
strife.

Look at Syria: Before the war, it 
was viewed as an “oasis of peace” 
in a deeply troubled neighbour-
hood. It took a very short time for 
its various ethnic and religious 
communities to become sectari-
anised and now there are perhaps 
half a million dead. The Syrian 
regime pitted Syrian against 
Syrian to stay in power. Let us 
hope the Turkish authorities have 
not set a similar train in motion.

Stephen Starr is the author of 
“Revolt in Syria: Eye-Witness to 
the Uprising” and has lived in 
Syria and Turkey since 2007.

I
f “Quo vadis?” has been 
the question used most 
frequently in the context 
of Turkey over the past two 
decades, it is for a good 
reason. Despite the relative 
economic stability, its 
political system has 
remained corrosive and its 

complex society has never been 
liberated from turmoil.

Now, under an extremely visible 
authoritarianism promoted by 
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, 
the very existential essence of the 
republic is in trouble, a harbinger 
of an even more profound crisis 
ahead.

Given Erdogan’s unshakable 
determination to reconstruct 
Turkey as a country run single-
handedly, under a model that has 
the blend of ingredients imported 
from Ba’athism and deeply 
dictatorial Central Asian repub-
lics, this seems inevitable. On the 
political, legal and social levels, 
screws are tightening at an 
accelerated pace.

Fiercely defying the March for 
Justice by the secular main 
opposition Republican People’s 
Party (CHP), which had assembled 
hundreds of thousands in Istan-
bul, Erdogan’s Justice and Devel-
opment Party (AKP) and its de 
facto ally, the extreme-right 
Nationalist Movement Party 
(MHP), voted for changing the 
44-year-old regulations of 
parliament.

The right to voice dissenting 
views as well as steps for account-
ability will be severely restricted 
when the changes are in force.

Far more radically, the steps 

mean that freedom of speech will 
be put under a yoke. The use of 
terms such as “Kurdish prov-
inces,” “Kurdistan” or “Armenian 
Genocide” would be punishable 
by large fines and suspension from 
parliamentary activities of 
deputies. Criticism of “high 
dignitaries of the state” — for 
example the president — would be 
an equally high-risk adventure.

This move leaves parliament 
devoid of political weight. One 
CHP deputy described it as the 
“last nail in the coffin of democ-
racy.”

There is more. Erdogan has 
subordinated the judiciary to his 
palace. The most recent arbitrary 
arrests of human rights defenders 
— without proof — are by far the 
strongest sign of another ingredi-
ent in his political architecture 
under way: Putinism.

Socially, society is more polar-
ised than ever, with Erdogan 
responding to the CHP-led March 
for Justice with a mass rally to 
celebrate the rescue of democracy 
a year ago, when a small group of 
officers attempted a takeover by a 
limited uprising.

In many ways bitterly reminis-
cent of similar ones in 1930’s 
Europe, the assemblies in Istanbul 
and Ankara were pumped up by 
speeches filled with threats to 
domestic opposition and severe 
accusations to Turkey’s allies. CHP 
leader Kemal Kilicdaroglu refused 
to attend events on the anniver-
sary of the failed coup events 
because his speech was cancelled 
on orders from Erdogan.

To underline Erdogan’s resolve 
to take full control of Turkey, the 

ruling AKP, backed by the MHP, 
extended emergency rule another 
three months. Optimists were 
shocked to hear the president say, 
once more, that it would be 
extended “as long as we want it to 
be,” that Turkey without such 
limitations was inviting anarchy 
and chaos.

Allies and friends of Turkey in 
the West seem to have let go of the 
benevolent anchor and are 
preparing for a country that to 
their eyes is no different than 
Egypt, Pakistan or Malaysia.

“The president’s ideas for 
recasting Turkey are worrying for 
all sorts of reasons — not least 
because they are premised on an 
act of collective vengeance,” 
British newspaper the Guardian 
said in an editorial.

The essence of the debate 
thickens: Does Erdogan’s hiking 
tenacity point to strength or 
weakness? Critics at home see his 
raised acrimony as a sign he was 
frightened by the March for 
Justice and that his party is losing 
at the polls. This view, however, 
may be an illusion.

As far as his seizure of control of 
key state institutions and the way 
he has surrounded himself with 
hard-line cadres of bureaucracy 
are concerned, this is just the 
opposite. The fact is, as the 
Guardian pointed out: “His 
opponents are scattered. In 
politics, they remain divided 
between Kurdish, nationalist and 
leftist groups.”

Erdogan may have been seeing 
pockets of dissent within the 
army’s leadership — his emphasis 
on “purging out all subversive 

elements” was very loud lately 
— and decided to go full blast 
towards a meeting of the Supreme 
Military Council in August that will 
put final touches on reshaping the 
army to serve his political vision.

Once he passes that threshold, 
his attention will turn to tighten-
ing “loose screws” in his party 
and, his real challenge, the 
economy.

The latter means, clearly, that if 
Erdogan eventually has to leave 
power, it will be because of 
himself; not due to the opposition. 
The signs are telling of a “Turkish 
bubble.”

“Fears for the Turkish economy 
in international decision-making 
centres are running very high and 
it’s only considered a matter of 
time now before the bubble 
bursts,” wrote Alexis Papahelas, 
executive editor of Kathimerini. 
“The fact that the Erdogan system 
issues its own loans outside the 
institutional banking framework 
speaks volumes.”

Unemployment is rising — as is 
the budget deficit — and is three 
times higher than a year ago. 
Turkey has expanded state 
guarantees to pump in $14 billion 
loans to almost 300,000 firms. 
Nobody knows how these loans 
are spent. Approximately $200 
billion of assets have been injected 
into a wealth fund.

Another Venezuela? Maybe. No 
matter what, one will have to 
follow the money to answer the 
question “Quo vadis, Turkey?”

Yavuz Baydar is a Turkish journal-
ist and occasional contributor to 
The Arab Weekly.

Inflammable cleavages. Kurdish people wave a Kurdistan 
Workers’ Party (PKK) flag in front of a police water cannon vehicle 
in Diyarbakir.                                                                                                                                           (AFP)
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